LAURA’S DOG TRAINING

(BASIC OBEDIENCE CLASS)
Laura Pintane’s next five week Basic Obedience Class will be starting in Monday, December 16th from 5:30-7pm. These classes are great for teaching basic obedience commands, problem solving and creating an awesome relationship with your dog. Positive reinforcement is emphasized. Dogs should be up-to-date on vaccinations. The Canine Good Citizen test will be given the last class, if requested.
Affordable...Customized...Fun!!!
Contact: Laura Pintane, of Laura’s Dog Training at laurasdogtraining@msn.com

LAURA’S DOG TRAINING

(PAWS FOR EXERCISE HIKE)
FREE but RSVP mandatory. This is a weekly invitation to letting your dog help you get and stay healthy, both physically and psychologically. These weekly (Wednesdays at 9am) hikes will be on beautiful trails with gorgeous views. Hikes start at 9am and usually last about an hour. Participation requires R.S.V.P.ing (letting Laura or Jan know ahead of time at LaurasDogTraining@msn.com).

LAURA’S DOG TRAINING

(ADVANCED OBEDIENCE CLASS)
Laura Pintane’s next Advanced Obedience dog training classes will be starting Saturday, December 21st, for five weeks. These classes are great for proofing basic obedience commands, taking the next step towards preparing your dog for numerous dog sports or for therapy volunteering, and creating an awesome relationship with your dog. Positive reinforcement is emphasized. Dogs should be up-to-date on vaccinations.
Affordable...Customized...Fun!!!
Contact: Laura Pintane of Laura’s Dog Training at laurasdogtraining@msn.com

LAURA’S DOG TRAINING

(THERAPY DOG PREP CLASS)
Laura Pintane’s next Therapy Dog Prep dog training class will be starting in December 24th, for three sessions. These three sessions are not mandatory for being evaluated as a therapy dog team but are an opportunity for proofing basic, and pertinent, obedience commands, taking the CGC test (again, not mandatory for the Alliance of Therapy Dog evaluations), practicing pertinent scenarios with distractions, and going on a field trip with a coach. Positive reinforcement is emphasized. Dogs should be up-to-date on vaccinations.
Affordable...Customized...Fun!!!
Contact: Laura Pintane at laurasdogtraining@msn.com